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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In previous papers [7, 8] we investigated some aspects on the existence
and uniqueness of ground states of the standard spin-boson model, which
describes a two-level system coupled to a quantized Bose (scalar) field
[1, 6, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 25, and references therein]. In this paper we
propose a generalization of the spin-boson model, which we call a
generalized spin-boson (GSB) model, and establish some theorems on the
existence and uniqueness of ground states of the GSB model. As the exam-
ples given below shows, the GSB model allows us to make a mathemati-
cally unified treatment of some specific models of a quantum system
linearly coupled to a quantized Bose field. By analysis of the GSB model,
one may clarify general mathematical structures underlying those models.
In this paper we focus our attention on the existence and uniqueness of
ground states of the GSB model. Other aspects of the model (e.g., spectral
analysis, resonances, scattering theory) will be discussed elsewhere.
Let
Fb :=Fb(L2(R&))= 

n=0 _}
n
s
L2(R&)& (1.1)
be the boson (symmetric) Fock space over L2(R&) (for a Hilbert space
K, }ns K denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product Hilbert space of K
with convention }0s K :=C, & # N) and H be a Hilbert space. The Hilbert
space for the GSB model is given by
F :=HFb . (1.2)
Let |: R&  [0, ) be a Borel measurable function, almost everywhere
finite with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R&, physically denoting the
dispersion of a free boson in momentum representation,
a( f )=|
R&
a(k) f (k)* dk, f # L2(R&), (1.3)
be the annihilation operators on Fb with a(k) the operator-valued distribu-
tion kernel of a( f ), and
Hb :=d1(|)=|
R&
|(k) a(k)* a(k) dk, (1.4)
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the second quantization of the multiplication operator | on L2(R&),
denoting the free Hamiltonian of bosons. The Segal field operator
,( f ) :=
1
- 2
(a( f )+a( f )*) (1.5)
( f # L2(R&)) is one of the main objects in the Fock space Fb .
The Hamiltonian of the GSB model we consider is of the form
H(:) :=AI+IHb+: :
J
j=1
Bj ,(*j). (1.6)
Here I denotes identity, A is a self-adjoint operator on H, Bj ( j=1, ..., J;
J<) are symmetric operators on H, *j # L2(R&) ( j=1, ..., J), : # R is a
coupling parameter, and T denotes the closure of a closable operator T.
Some examples of the GSB model are given as follows.
Example 1.1 (The Standard Spin-Boson Model). Let +>0 be a
constant, _x , _z the standard Pauli matrices and consider the case where
H=C2, A=+_z2, J=1, B1=- 2 _x , *1=* # L2(R&). Then H(:) takes
the form of the Hamiltonian
HSB(:) :=
+
2
_zI+IHb+- 2 :_x,(*)
of the standard spin-boson model, which acts in C2Fb .
Example 1.2 (An N-Level System Coupled to a Bose Field). Consider
the case where H=CN (N<) and J=1. Then A and B :=B1 can be
represented by N_N Hermitian matrices, so that A has N eigenvalues
(counting multiplicity). Hence A describes an unperturbed ‘‘atom’’ with N
energy levels. A positive-temperature version of this model is discussed in
[20]. In that case, however, the Hamiltonian is neither bounded from
above nor bounded from below, which is due to that the case of positive
temperature is treated. This makes a big difference.
Example 1.3 (A Lattice Spin System Interacting with Phonons). Let 4
be a finite set of the &-dimensional square lattice Z& and consider the case
where an N component spin S=(S (1), S (2), ..., S (N)) sits on each site i # 4
and each component S (n) acts on Cs with s # N. The Hilbert space of this
spin system is given by H4=  i # 4 Hi with Hi=Cs, i # 4. The spin at site
i is defined by Si=(S (1)i , S
(2)
i , ..., S
(N)
i ), S
(n)
i =I } } } S
(n) } } } I with
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S (n) acting on Hi . A Hamiltonian of the spin system interacting with a Bose
field is given by
H4(:) :=\& :
(i, j)/4
JijSi } Sj+I+IHb+: :j # 4 :
N
n=1
S (n)j ,(* (n)j )
acting in H4 Fb , where Jij # R, i, j # 4, are constants and * (n)j # L2(R&),
j # 4, n=1, ..., N. As is seen, H4(:) is of the form (1.6). To our best
knowledge, this model has not been discussed in the literature. It would be
greatly worth studying as an extension of the usual Heisenberg model.
Example 1.4 (Nonrelativistic Particles Interacting with a Bose Field).
A Hamiltonian of N nonrelativistic particles with mass M>0 in a potential
V (a real-valued measurable function on R&N ) and in interaction with a
Bose field is given by
HPB(:)=\& 12M 2+V+I+IHb+: :
J
j=1
Gj,(*j)
acting in L2(R&N)Fb , where 2 is the Laplacian on L2(R&N ) and Gj ,
j=1, ..., J, are symmetric operators on L2(R&N ). Related models are
discussed in [25, 9, 10, 13, 14, 19, 26].
Example 1.5 (A Model of a Fermi Field Interacting with a Bose Field).
Let Ff be the fermion Fock space over L2(R&; Cs) (s1), Hf a second
quantization operator on Ff and ( f ), f # L2(R&; Cs), the fermion annihila-
tion operators on Ff (which are bounded). Then a Hamiltonian of a quan-
tum system of a Fermi field interacting with a Bose field is given by
HFB(:)=Hf I+IHb+: :
J
j=1
(\j)* (\j),(*j)
acting in Ff Fb , where \j # L2(R&; Cs), j=1, ..., J. In the case s=2, this
model may serve as a model of electrons interacting with phonons in a
metal.
Also various variants of these examples are in the class of the GSB
model.
For a linear operator T, we denote by D(T) and _(T ) the domain and
the spectrum of T respectively. If T is self-adjoint and bounded from below,
then we define
E0(T )=inf _(T ). (1.7)
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For the self-adjointness of H(:), we shall need the following conditions
(A.1)(A.3):
(A.1) The operator A is bounded from below. In this case, we set
+0 :=E0(A) (1.8)
and
A :=A&+0 , (1.9)
which is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on H.
(A.2) *j , *j - | # L2(R&), j=1, ..., J.
(A.3) D(A 12)/Jj=1 D(Bj) and there exist constants aj0, bj0,
j=1, ..., J, such that, for all u # D(A 12),
&Bj u&aj &A 12u&+bj &u&, j=1, ..., J, (1.10)
and
|:| \ :
J
j=1
aj " *j- |"2+<1, (1.11)
where & }&2 denotes the norm of L2(R&): & f &2=- R& | f (k)| 2 dk, f # L2(R&).
Let
H0=AI+IHb , HI= :
J
j=1
Bj ,(*j), (1.12)
so that
H(:)=H0+:HI . (1.13)
By a standard theorem of tensor products of self-adjoint operators (e.g.,
[21, p. 301, Corollary]), one can easily show that, under condition (A.1),
H0 is self-adjoint and H0+0 .
For a vector v=(v1 , ..., vJ) # RJ and f =( f1 , ..., fJ) # Jj=1 L
2(R&), we
define
Mv( f )= :
J
j=1
vj & fj&2 . (1.14)
We set
*=(*1 , ..., *J) # 
J
j=1
L2(R&) (1.15)
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and
a=(a1 , ..., aJ), b=(b1 , ..., bJ), (1.16)
where aj and bj are the constants in (A.3).
For %, =, =$>0, we introduce the following constants:
C%, = %Ma(*- |)+=Ma(*), (1.17)
D%, =$=
Ma(*- |)
2%
+=$Mb(*- |), (1.18)
E=, =$=
Ma(*)
8=
+
Mb(*- |)
2=$
+
Mb(*)
- 2
. (1.19)
Let (1.11) be satisfied. If |:| Ma(*- |){0, then the interval
I:, * :=\ |:| Ma(*- |)2 ,
1
|:| Ma(*- |)+ (1.20)
is not empty. In the case |:| Ma(*- |)=0, we set I:, * :=(0, ). Note that
[12, 1]/I:, * and, for all % # I:, * ,
1&% |:| Ma(*- |)>0, 1&
|:| Ma(*- |)
2%
>0.
We define for % # I:, *
S% :=[(=, =$) | =, =$>0, |:| C%, =<1, |:| D%, =$<1] (1.21)
and
e%(*; :) := inf
(=, =$) # S%
E=, =$ . (1.22)
Then we have
e%(*; :)=
|:| Ma(*)2
8(1&% |:| Ma(*- |))
+
|:| Mb(*- |)2
2(1&|:| Ma(*- |)2%)
+
Mb(*)
- 2
0.
(1.23)
Proposition 1.1. Assume (A.1)(A.3). Then the following (i) and (ii)
hold.
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(i) The Hamiltonian H(:) is self-adjoint with D(H(:))=D(H0)/
D(HI), essentially self-adjoint on any core of H0 and bounded from below
with
+0&|:| inf
% # I:, *
e%(*; :)E0(H(:))+0 . (1.24)
(ii) H(:) is an analytic family of type (A) near :=0.
Remark 1.1. Suppose that each Bj is bounded. Then (A.3) is satisfied
with aj=0, bj=&Bj&, j=1, ..., J. Hence
e%(*; :)=
|:|
2
Mb(*- |)2+
Mb(*)
- 2
,
so that (1.24) gives
+0&
:2
2
Mb(*- |)2&
|:| Mb(*)
- 2
E0(H(:)).
In particular,
lim inf
|:|  
E0(H(:))
:2
&
Mb(*- |)2
2
. (1.25)
For the definition of analytic family of type (A), see [23, p. 16]. Proposi-
tion 1.1 will be proved in Section 2. The method of proof is to apply the
Kato-Rellich theorem and regular perturbation theory.
In this paper, an eigenvector of a self-adjoint operator T with eigenvalue
E0(T ) is called a ground state of T (if it exists). We say that T has a (resp.
unique) ground state if dim ker(T&E0(T ))1 (resp. dim ker(T&E0(T ))
=1).
To establish theorems on the existence and uniqueness of ground states
of H(:), we need some additional conditions as described below.
(A.4) The function |(k) (k=(k1 , ..., k&) # R&) is continuous with
lim
|k|  
|(k)= (1.26)
and there exist constants #>0 and C>0 such that
||(k)&|(k$)|C |k&k$| # [1+|(k)+|(k$)], k, k$ # R&. (1.27)
(A.5) Each *j ( j=1, ..., J) is continuous.
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A typical example of | satisfying (A.4) is given by |(k)=- k2+m2b with
a constant mb0 (a case of relativistic bosons; in this case, mb denotes the
rest mass of a boson) or |(k)=k22mb (a case of nonrelativistic bosons).
For a general |, as the first example above suggests, the constant
m := inf
k # R&
|(k) (1.28)
may play a role of the ‘‘mass’’ of a boson. In the massive case m>0, we
can establish a general result on the existence of a ground state of H(:):
Theorem 1.2. Let m>0. Suppose that (A.1)(A.5) hold and A has compact
resolvent. Then H(:) has purely discrete spectrum in [E0(H(:)), E0(H(:))+m).
In particular, H(:) has a ground state.
Remark 1.2. If each Bj is bounded, then no restriction on : is needed
in Theorem 1.2, since, in this case, (1.11) is automatically satisfied for all
: # R (see Remark 1.1).
Remark 1.3. If dim H<, then the conditions (A.1), (A.3) and that A
has compact resolvent are trivially satisfied. Hence, in this case, (A.2),
(A.4), (A.5) and the condition m>0 imply the conclusion of Theorem 1.2.
Thus this extends Theorem 1.1 in [7, 8], a corresponding result in the case
of the standard spin-boson model.1
Remark 1.4. Let m>0. Suppose that (A.1)(A.3) hold and +0 is an
isolated simple eigenvalue of A. Then it follows from Proposition 1.1(ii)
and a standard result in regular perturbation theory [23. Theorem XII.9]
that, for all sufficiently small |:|, H(:) has a unique ground state and
E0(H(:)) is analytic near :=0. Thus, in the massive case m>0, the exist-
ence and uniqueness of H(:) with |:| sufficiently small can be easily
established.
Remark 1.5. For some additional properties of the ground states of
H(:) in the case m>0, see Section 4.1.
We shall prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3. The method of the proof is to
use a finite volume approximation for H(:) and some limiting arguments.
The massless case m=0 is more interesting, but more difficult to analyze
than the massive case, because, in the massless case, under condition (A.4),
we have _(H0)=[+0 , ) (note that _(|)=[0, )), so that +0 cannot be
an isolated eigenvalue of H0 and hence one can not apply the usual regular
peturbation theory to establishing the existence of a ground state of H(:)
even if |:| is sufficiently small. Also all the other eigenvalues of H0 (if they
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exist) are embedded in the continuous spectrum of H0 . Thus we are faced
with a perturbation problem of embedded eigenvalues. This is a general
feature of the spectral problem for a quantum system coupled to a massless
quantum field. This kind of perturbation problem is difficult to solve in
general. As for such a spectral problem, it is only for a few models that the
existence of ground states has been established nonperturbatively [25, 9,
10, 13, 14, 25, 26]. In the present paper, we prove only a partial result on
the existence of a ground state of H(:) in the case m=0.
Let
S=[(%, =, =$) | % # I:, * , (=, =$) # S%] (1.29)
and, for (%, =, =$) # S,
#(%, =, =$) :=
E0(H(:))&+0+|:| E=, =$
1&|:| C%, =
(1.30)
Then, by (1.24),
#(s)0, s # S, (1.31)
so that we can define
# := inf
s # S
#(s)0. (1.32)
For a bounded linear operator T, we denote by &T& the operator norm
of T. Under condition (A.3), Bj (A +})&12 is bounded for all }>0. Hence
we can define
;j= inf
}>0
&Bj (A +})&12& - #+}, j=1, ..., J. (1.33)
Remark 1.6. It is easy to see that, if each Bj is bounded, then ;j&Bj& .
We denote by Nb the boson number operator
Nb :=d1(I )=|
R&
a(k)* a(k) dk. (1.34)
Theorem 1.3. Let m=0. Suppose that (A.1)(A.5) hold and A has com-
pact resolvent. Moreover, suppose that *j| # L2(R&), j=1, ..., J and
:2M;(*|)2<2. (1.35)
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where ; :=(;1 , ..., ;J). Then H(:) has a ground state 90 such that
90 # D(IN 12b ) and
&IN 12b 90&
2
&90&2

:2M;(*|)2
2&:2M;(*|)2
. (1.36)
Theorem 1.3 will be proved in Section 4. The basic idea of the proof is
to obtain a ground state of H(:) as a weak limit of ground states in the
massive case (Theorem 1.2). The point of the proof is then to show that the
weak limit is not zero. This idea was already developed in our previous
papers [7, 8]. The same idea and method are used in [9, 10], which
investigate more realistic models of nonrelativistic particles interacting with
photons.
To state a result of another type on the existence (and uniqueness) of
ground states of H(:), we introduce some objects. The following condition
will be needed:
(A.6) The operators A and Bj , j=1, ..., J, are bounded, and Bi and
Bj (i, j=1, ..., J ) commute.
This condition implies (A.1) and (A.3). In the rest of this section we
assume (A.6).
The operator
RB :=
1
2
:
J
i, j=1 \
*i
- |
,
*j
- |+2 BiBj , (1.37)
is a nonnegative bounded self-adjoint operator on H.
In the case *j| # L2(R&), j=1, ..., J, we define
4 :=(4ij)1i, jJ , 4ij :=\*i| ,
*j
|+2 . (1.38)
It is easy to see that 4 is a nonnegative Hermitian matrix and that 4 is
strictly positive if and only if *1, ..., *J are linearly independent. We assume
also the following condition.
(A.7) The functions *j , j=1, ..., J, are linearly independent with
*j | # L2(R&) and 4ij , i, j=1, ..., J, are real numbers.
As remarked above, (A.7) implies that 4 is a real, symmetric, strictly
positive matrix.
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For each p=( p1, ..., pJ) # RJ, we define a bounded self-adjoint operator
B( p) := :
J
j=1
pj Bj . (1.39)
Let
L(:) :=
1
?J2 - det 4 |RJ e
&i:B( p)Aci:B( p)e&( p, 4&1p) dp&:2RB (1.40)
on H. By (A.6) and (A.7), the integral on the right hand side of (1.40) con-
verges in the operator norm topology, defining a bounded self-adjoint
operator on H. For a connection of L(:) with H(:), see Remark 5.1 in
Section 5. In terms of the operator L(:), we can estimate E0(H(:)):
Proposition 1.4. Assume (A.2), (A.6), and (A.7). Then
+0&:2 &RB&E0(H(:))E0(L(:)). (1.41)
Moreover,
lim
|:|  
E0(H(:))
:2
=&&RB& . (1.42)
Remark 1.7. Under the assumption of Proposition 1.4, we have
&RB&
Mb(*- |)2
2
with bj=&Bj & , j=1, ..., J. Hence (1.41) gives a better lower bound for
E0(H(:)) than that of Proposition 1.1 (see Remark 1.1).
Remark 1.8. For all u # H with &u&=1, we have
(u, L(:)u)&A&&:2(u, RBu).
Hence, by the variational principle, E0(L(:))&A&&:2(u, RBu). Since RB is
a nonnegative bounded self-adjoint operator, we have sup&u&=1, u # H(u, RBu)
=&RB& . Hence
E0(L(:))&A&&:2 &RB& . (1.43)
Therefore, if &RB&{0 and :2>(&A&&+0)&RB& , then E0(L(:))<+0 .
Thus, at least for such |:| , (1.41) gives a more precise upper bound for
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E0(H(:)) than that of Proposition 1.1. This fact is more explicitly exem-
plified in the standard spin-boson model as is shown in the following
remark.
Remark 1.9. If A and Bj anticommute, i.e., ABj= &Bj A, j=1, ..., J,
then e&i:B( p)A=Aei:B( p) and hence
L(:)=Ae&:2 
J
i, j=1 4ij Bi Bj&:2RB (1.44)
The standard spin-boson model satisfies this assumption (see Example
1.1). Let LSB(:) be the operator L(:) in the case of the standard spin-boson
model. Then we have
LB(:)=
+
2
_z e&2:
2 &*|&22&:2 " *- |"
2
2
, (1.45)
which implies that
E0(LSB(:))=&
+
2
e&2:2 &*|&
2
2&:2 " *- |"
2
2
. (1.46)
In the present example we have +0=&+2. Hence, if (1&e&2:
2 &*|&22) +2<
:2 &*- |&22 , then E0(LSB(:))<+0=&+2.
Remark 1.10. Equation (1.42) is a formula for the asymptotic behavior
of the ground state energy E0(H(:)) of H(:) in the strong coupling region
|:|t:
E0(H(:))t&:2 &RB& ( |:|  ).
We shall prove Proposition 1.4 in Section 5.
We define for =>0
C=(:)=
:2
2= \ :
J
j=1
(&A& &Bj&+&BjA&) " *j|32"2+
2
+
|:|
- 2
:
J
j=1
(&A& &Bj&+&BjA&) "*j|"2 , (1.47)
where we assume also that
*|32 # L2(R&). (1.48)
Let
+1=inf _(A)"[+0] (1.49)
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and
M(:) :=sup
=>0
K=(:)&:2 &RB& (1.50)
with
K=(:)=min[m(1&=)++0 , +1]&C=(:), =>0. (1.51)
Theorem 1.5. Let m>0. Assume (A.2), (A.6), (A.7) and (1.48). Suppose
that +0 is a simple eigenvalue of A, +0<+1 and
E0(L(:))<M(:) (1.52)
Then H(:) has a unique ground state.
Remark 1.11. As is seen in the case of the standard spin-boson model
(see (1.46)), (1.52) is generally a nonperturbative condition on :. Hence
Theorem 1.5 is a nonperturbative result. Under the assumption of Theorem
1.5, condition (1.52) is not empty as is shown below. It is easy to see that
lim
:  0
&L(:)&A&=0, (1.53)
which implies
lim
:  0
E0(L(:))=E0(A)=+0 . (1.54)
Let 0<=<1. Then $=min[m(1&=), +1&+0]>0. Take :0>0 such that
D0 :=$&C=(:0)&:20 &RB&>0. Then, for all |:|:0 , M(:)+0+D0 .
Hence, for all sufficiently small |:| , (1.52) holds.
If m=0, then K=(:)=+0&C=(:) and hence, by (1.41), (1.52) does not
hold if C=(:){0. Thus, for (1.52) to hold in the nontrivial case C=(:){0,
the condition m>0 is necessary.
It may happen that H(:) has degenerate ground states. For example,
consider the case where H=CN (N<), J=1, *1=* with *| # L2(R&),
and A commutes with B1=B. Then we can identity as F=Nn=1 Fb .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that A and B are diagonal
matrices with A=(+i&1$ij) i, j=1, ..., N , B=(&i&1$ij) i, j=1, ..., N , +0+1 } } } 
+N&1 , &0&1 } } } &N&1. Hence we have H(:)=Nn=1 Hn(:) with
Hn(:)=+n&1+Hb+:&n&1 ,(*), n=1, ..., N. It is well known that Hn(:)
has a unique ground state with ground state energy E0(Hn(:))==n , where
=n=+n&1&(&2n&1:
22) &*- |&22 . Hence, if E0 :==1==2= } } } ==N , then
H(:) has N ground states with ground state energy E0 . In this case, it is
not so difficult to see that (1.52) does not hold.
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It is interesting to estimate the degeneracy of the ground states of H(:)
in a general case. In this respect, we have the following result:
Theorem 1.6. Let m>0 and N :=dim H<. Assume (A.2), (A.6),
(A.7), and (1.48). Suppose that
E0(L(:))<m++0&:2 &RB& . (1.55)
Then the following hold:
(a) For all = # (0, m++0&:2 &RB&&E0(L(:))), there are at most N
eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of H(:) in the interval [E0(H(:)),
m++0&:2 &RB&&=).
(b) The Hamiltonian H(:) has at most N ground states:
dim ker(H(:)&E0(H(:)))N.
We prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. The
basic idea for the proofs is to employ the min-max principle.
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1
We first prove part (i). Using the well known estimates
&a( f )&& f- |&2 &H 12b &, (2.1)
&a( f )*&& f- |&2 &H 12b &+& f &2 && , (2.2)
for all f # L2(R&) with f- | # L2(R&) and all  # D(H 12b ), we have
&,( f )&- 2 & f- |&2 &H 12b &+
1
- 2
& f &2 && ,
 # D(H 12b ), f, f- | # L2(R&). (2.3)
Let 0 be the Fock vacuum in Fb :
0=[1, 0, 0, ...] (2.4)
and
Ffin(|)=L[0, a( f1)* } } } a( fn)* 0 | n1, fj # D(|), j=1, ..., n], (2.5)
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where L[ } } } ] denotes the subspace algebraically spanned by vectors in the
set [ } } } ]. The subspace Ffin(|) is dense in Fb and a core of Hb . We intro-
duce a dense subspace in F
D|=D(A)  Ffin(|), (2.6)
where  denotes algebraic tensor product. Let 9 # D| . Then, by (1.12),
(A.3) and (2.3), we can show that
&HI9&- 2Ma(*- |) &(IH 12b )(A 12 I )9&+
Ma(*)
- 2
&(A 12I )&
+- 2Mb(*- |) &(IH 12b )9&+
Mb(*)
- 2
&9&.
Let
H 0=A I+IHb . (2.7)
Then it is easy to show that
&(IH 12b )(A 12I )9&
1
- 2
&H 09& . (2.8)
We have for all =>0
&(A 12I )9&&9&12 &A I9&12= &A I9&+
1
4=
&9&
= &H 09&+
1
4=
&9& .
Similarly we have for all =$>0
&(IH 12b )9&=$ &H 0 9&+
1
4=$
&9& .
Thus we obtain
&HI9&F=, =$(*, |) &H 0 9&+G=, =$(*, |) &9& , (2.9)
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where
F=, =$(*, |)=Ma(*- |)+
=
- 2
Ma(*)+- 2=$Mb(*- |), (2.10)
G=, =$(*, |)=
Ma(*)
4 - 2=
+
Mb(*- |)
2 - 2=$
+
Mb(*)
- 2
(2.11)
Since D| is a core of H 0 , inequality (2.9) extends to all 9 # D(H 0),
giving at the same time D(H 0)/D(HI). Condition (1.11) implies that
|:| F=, =$(*, |)<1 if = and =$ are sufficiently small. Thus we can apply the
KatoRellich theorem [22, p. 162, Theorem X.12] to obtain the first half
of Proposition 1.1(i).
To prove (1.24), let 9 # D| . Then
|(9, HI9)| :
J
j=1
&Bj I9& &I,(*j)9&
 :
J
j=1
(aj &A 12I9&+bj &9&)
_\- 2 " *j- |"2 &IH 12b 9&+
&*j&2
- 2
&9&+
=- 2Ma(*- |) &A 12I9& &IH 12b 9&
+
Ma(*)
- 2
&A 12 I9& &9&
+- 2Mb(*- |) &IH 12b 9& &9&+
Mb(*)
- 2
&9&2.
We have for all %, =, =$>0
- 2 &A 12I9& &IH 12b 9&%(9, A I9)+
1
2%
(9, IHb9),
1
- 2
&A 12I9& &9&=(9, A I9)+
1
8=
&9&2,
- 2 &IH 12b 9& &9&=$(9, IHb9)+
1
2=$
&9&2.
Hence we obtain
|(9, H19)|C%, =(9, A I9)+D%, =$(9, IHb 9)+E=, =$ &9&2, (2.12)
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where the constants C%, = , D%, =$ and E=, =$ are defined by (1.17)(1.19). Let
% # I:, * and (=, =$) # S% . Then, by using the inequality
(9, H(:)9)+0 &9&2+(9, A I9)+(9, IHb9)&|:| |(9, HI9)|
we have
(+0&|:| E=, =$) &9&2(9, H(:) 9).
By the fact proved above, this inequality extends to all 9 # D(H(:)). Hence
the variational principle gives E0(H(:))+0&|:| E=, =$ . Thus the first
inequality on (1.24) follows.
By the variational principle and the fact that
Hb 0=0, a( f )0=0, f # L2(R&), (2.13)
we have for all u # D(A) with &u&=1
E0(H(:))(u0, H(:)u0)=(u, Au).
Hence E0(H(:))infu # D(A), &u&=1(u, Au)=E0(A)=+0 . Thus the second
inequality on (1.24) follows.
Part (ii) follows from (2.9) and a general fact [23, p. 16, Lemma]. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
The basic idea of the proof is to apply methods used in the constructive
quantum field theory (e.g., [16]). Throughout this section, the assumption
of Theorem 1.2 is taken for granted.
3.1. A Finite Volume Approximation
Let V>0 be a parameter and
1V=
2?Z &
V
={k=(k1, ..., k&) } kj =2?njV , nj # Z, j=1, ..., &= . (3.1)
Let
Fb, V=Fb(l 2(1V))= 

n=0 _}
n
s
l 2(1V)& , (3.2)
the boson Fock space over l 2(1V), which describes state vectors of bosons
in the finite box [&V2, V2]&. Each element 9 (n) in }ns l 2(1V) can be
identified with a piecewise constant function in }ns L
2(R&) which is a
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constant on each cube of volume (2?V )n& centered about a lattice point
k=(k1, ..., kn) # 1 nV . With this identification, Fb, V is regarded as a closed
subspace of Fb .
Let
C(k, V )=_k1& ?V , k1+
?
V &_ } } } __k&&
?
V
, k&+
?
V& , k # 1V , (3.3)
and
/k, V :=/C(k,V ) ,
the characteristic function of C(k, V ). For each k # 1V , we introduce
aV(k)=\V2?+
&2
a(/C(k, V ))=\ V2?+
&2
|
[&?V, ?V]&
a(k+l ) dl. (3.4)
It is easy to see that, for all k, l # 1V ,
[aV(k), aV(l)*]=$kl , [aV(k), aV(l)]=0, [aV(k)*, aV(l)*]=0 (3.5)
on the finite particle subspace
F0 :=[=[(n)]n=0 # Fb | 
(n)=0 for all but finitely many n], (3.6)
where [ } , } ] denotes the commutator: [S, T] :=ST&TS.
We define
|V(k)=|(kV), k # R&, (3.7)
with kV a lattice point closed to k:
kV # 1V , |kj&(kV) j |
?
V
, j=1, ..., &. (3.8)
Let
Hb, V=d1(|V)=| d &k|V(k) a(k)* a(k). (3.9)
Let C, # be the constants in (A.4) and set
CV=C&#2 \ ?V+
#
\ 12m+1+ . (3.10)
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In what follows we assume that
CV<1. (3.11)
This is satisfied for all sufficiently large V.
Lemma 3.1. We have
D(Hb,V)=D(Hb) (3.12)
and
&(Hb&Hb, V)9&
2CV
1&CV
&Hb9&, 9 # D(Hb). (3.13)
Proof. By (A.4) and (3.8) we have
||(k)&|V(k)|C&#2(?V )# [1+|(k)+|V(k)].
Since
1
|(k)+|V(k)
2m
, k # R&,
we obtain
||(k)&|V(k)|CV[|(k)+|V(k)], k # R&. (3.14)
It follows from this inequality that
(1&CV) |(k)(1+CV) |V(k), (1&CV) |V(k)(1+CV) |(k), (3.15)
which imply (3.12). The right hand side of (3.14) is less than or equal to
2CV |(k)+CV ||V(k)&|(k)| . Hence
||(k)&|V(k)|
2CV
1&CV
|(k),
which implies (3.13). K
For K>0, we define functions *j, K, V and *j, K on R& ( j=1, ..., J ) by
*j, K, V(k)= :
l # 1V , |li |K, i=1, ..., &
*j (l) /l, V(k), (3.16)
*j, K(k)=/K(k1) } } } /K(k&) *j (k), (3.17)
where /K is the characteristic function of the interval [&K, K].
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Lemma 3.2. For all j=1, ..., J,
lim
V  
&*j, K, V&*j, K&2=0, (3.18)
lim
K  
&*j, K&*j&2=0, (3.19)
lim
V   "
*j, K, V
- |V
&
*j, K
- |"2=0, (3.20)
lim
K   "
*j, K
- |
&
*j
- |"2=0, (3.21)
Proof. Using the continuity of *j , we can show that, for each k # R&,
*j, K, V(k)  *j, K(k) as V  . Let V>V0>0. Then
C(K) := max
j=1, ..., J
:
|ki |K+(?V0), i=1, ..., &
|*j (k)|<,
since *j is continuous on R&. Hence
|*j, K, V(k)|C(K ) /[&K&(?V0), K+(?V0)]&(k),
|*j, K(k)|C(K ) /[&K, K]&(k), k # R&.
By these facts, we can apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
to obtain (3.18). Similarly we can prove (3.19). In the present case, we have
|(k), |V(k)m, k # R&. Hence (3.20) and (3.21) follow from (3.18) and
(3.19) respectively. K
We define
HK, V=H0, V+:HI, K, V , (3.22)
HK=H0+:HI, K , (3.23)
where
H0, V=AI+IHb, V , (3.24)
HI, K, V= :
J
j=1
Bj ,(*j, K, V), (3.25)
HI, K= :
J
j=1
Bj,(*j, K), (3.26)
Lemma 3.3. (i) HK is self-adjoint with D(HK)=D(H0)/D(HI, K),
bounded from below and essentially self-adjoint on any core of H0 .
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(ii) For all sufficiently large V, HK, V is self-adjoint with D(HK, V)=
D(H0)/D(HI, K, V), bounded from below, and essentially self-adjoint on any
core of H0,V .
Proof. (i) This is just a special case of Proposition 1.1(i), i.e.,
Proposition 1.1 with *j replaced by *j, K (note that (1.11) implies that
|:| (Jj=1 aj &*j, K - |&2)<1 for all K>0).
(ii) By the proof of Proposition 1.1 (see (2.9)), we have for all
=, =$>0
&HI, K, V9&F=, =$(* (K)V , |V) &H 0, V 9&+G=, =$(*
(K)
V , |V) &9& , 9 # D(H0, V),
where H 0, V=A I+IHb,V and
* (K)V =(*1, K, V , ..., *J, K, V).
By (3.18) and (3.20), we have
lim
V  
F=, =$(* (K)V , |V)=F=, =$(*
(K ), |), lim
V  
G=, =$(* (K )V , |V)=G=, =$(*
(K ), |),
where *(K ) :=(*1, K , ..., *J, K). Hence, by condition (1.11), for all sufficiently
large V and sufficiently small =, =$>0, we have |:| F=, =$(* (K )V , |V)<1.
Hence, by applying the KatoRellich theorem and Lemma 3.1, we obtrain
the desired result. K
Lemma 3.4. There exist constants c>0 and d>0 independent of K
such that
&H 09&c &HK9&+d &9& , 9 # D(H0),
where H :=H(:). In particular, for all z # C"R, H 0(HK&z)&1 is bounded.
Proof. By (2.9) with *j replaced by *j, K , we have for all 9 # D(H0)
&H 09&=&HK9&(:HI, K++0)9&
&HK9&+|:| F=, =$(*(K), |) &H 09&
+(|:| G=, =$(*(K), |)+|+0 | ) &9& .
Note that
F=, =$(*(K ), |)F=, =$(*, |), G=, =$(*(K ), |)G=, =$(*, |).
Hence, taking = and =$ such that |:| F=, =$(*, |)<1, we obtain the desired
inequality. K
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Lemma 3.5. For all z # C"R,
lim
V  
&(HK, V&z)&1&(HK&z)&1&=0. (3.27)
Proof. Let V be sufficiently large so that Lemma 3.3(ii) and (3.11) hold.
Then we have
(HK, V&z)&1&(HK&z)&1=L1(V )+L2(V),
where
L1(V )=(HK, V&z)&1 (IHb&IHb, V)(HK&z)&1,
L2(V )=:(HK, V&z)&1 (HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1.
By Lemma 3.4 and the easily proven inequality
&IHb9&&H 09& , 9 # D(H0),
IHb(HK&z)&1 is bounded. By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that
&(HK, V&z)&1&
1
|Im z|
,
we have
&L1(V )&
2CV
|Im z| (1&CV)
&IHb(HK&z)&1& .
Hence limV   &L1(V )&=0. By (2.9), we have for all 9 # F
&(HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1 9&
F=, =$(*(K)&* (K )V , |) &H 0(HK&z)
&1 9&
+G=, =$(*(K )&* (K )V , |) &(HK&z)
&1 9& .
Hence (HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1 is bounded with
&(HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1&
F=, =$(*(K )&* (K )V , |) &H 0(HK&z)
&1&
+G=, =$(*(K )&* (K )V , |) &(HK&z)
&1& .
By Lemma 3.2, we have
lim
V  
F=, =$(*(K )&* (K )V , |)=0, lim
V  
G=, =$(*(K )&*(K )V , |)=0.
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Hence limV   &(HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1&=0, which implies that
&L2(V )&
|:|
|Im z|
&(HI, K&HI, K, V)(HK&z)&1&  0 (V  ).
Thus (3.27) follows. K
3.2. Completion of Proof of Theorem 1.2
The following fact is well known:
Lemma 3.6. The operator Hb,V is reduced by Fb, V and
Hb, V W Fb,V= :
k # 1V
|(k) aV(k)* aV(k),
the second quantization of | W l 2(1V) in Fb,V .
Let
FV#HFb,V
In what follows we assume that V is sufficiently large so that HK, V is self-
adjoint (Lemma 3.3(ii)).
Lemma 3.7. The operator HK, V is reduced by FV .
Proof. Let PV be the orthogonal projection onto FV . We decompose
L2(R&) as L2(R&)=F1VF =1V with F1V=L
2(R&) & l 2(1V). For vectors of
the form
8=u (a( f1)* } } } a( fn)* 0) # F, u # H, fj # L2(R&), j=1, ..., n,
we have
PV 8=u (a( pV f1)* } } } a( pV fn)* 0),
where pV is the orthogonal projection from L2(R&) onto F1V . By Lemma
3.6, H0, V is reduced by FV with the reduced poart given by
H0, V W FV=AI+I (Hb,V W Fb,V).
Hence, for all 9 # D(H0, V), PV 9 # D(H0,V) and
H0, V PV9=PVH0, V 9.
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Let 9 # D|V . Then we have
HI, K, V9=
1
- 2
:
l # 1V , |li |K, i=1, ..., &
:
J
j=1
Bj[a(/l,V)* *j (l)+a(/l,V) *j (l)*] 9.
Since pV /l, V=/l, V , it follows that
PV HI, K, V9=HI, K, V PV9.
Hence HK, VPV 9=PVHK, V 9. Since D|V is core of HK, V (Lemma 3.3(ii)), we
can extend this equality to all 9 # D(HK, V), obtaining PVHK, V/HK, VPV .
Thus HK, V is reduced by FV . K
Lemma 3.8. Let S be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space K and
bounded from below. Let T be a symmetric operator on K. Suppose that
S+T is self-adjoint on D(S+T ) :=D(S) & D(T ), bounded from below, and
S has compact resolvent. Then S+T has compact resolvent.
Proof. By the assumption, S+T is closed. Hence it follows from the
closed graph theorem that there exists a constant c>0 such that
&S&+&T&c &(S+T)&+c && ,  # D(S+T). (3.28)
By the compactness of the resolvent of S, the set Ft(S) :=[ # D(S) |
&&1, &S&t] is compact for all t0 [23, Theorem XIII.64]. By
the closedness of S+T, Ft(S+T) is a closed set. By (3.28), for all
 # Ft(S+T), we have &S&c(t+1), i.e.,  # Fc(t+1) (S). Hence Ft(S+T)
is compact. It follows from [23, Theorem XIII.64] that S+T has compact
resolvent. K
Lemma 3.9. The resuced part HK, V W FV has purely discrete spectrum.
Proof. By (A.4), Lemma 3.6 and [23, Theorem XIII.64], Hb, V W Fb, V
has compact resolvent. Hence the assumption for A implies that H0,V W FV
has compact resolvent (apply [23, Theorem XIII.64]). Then, applying
Lemma 3.8 to S=H0, V W FV and T=HI, K, V W FV , we see that HK, V W FV
has compact resolvent. Thus we obtain the desired result. K
Lemma 3.10. We have
HK, V W F=V E0(HK, V)+m.
Proof. We have Fb=Fb, VFb(F =1V)=}j=0 F( j), where F( j)=
Fb,V [} js F
=
1V]. Hence F
=
b, V=

j=1 F
( j) and F=V =HF
=
b, V=
j=1 HF( j). On each HF ( j)=FV [} js F =1V], HK, V has the form
CI} js F =1V+IFV D with C=HK, V W FV and D is a sum of j copies of
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Hb, V , each acting on a single factor F =1V (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.7). Since
D jm on } js F
=
1V , the assertion of the lemma follows. K
Lemma 3.11. For all z # C"R,
lim
K  
&(HK&z)&1&(H(:)&z)&1&=0.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5. K
Lemma 3.12 [24, Lemma 4.6]. Let Tn and T be self-adjoint operators
on a Hilbert space, which are bounded from below. Suppose that Tn  T in
norm resolvent sense as n   and Tn has purely discrete spectrum in
[E0(Tn), E0(Tn)+c) with some constant c>0. Then, limn   E0(Tn)=
E0(T ) and T has purely spectrum in [E0(T ), E0(T )+c).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2: By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10,
HK, V has purely discrete spectrum in [E0(HK, V), E0(HK, V)+m). By this
fact and Lemma 3.5, we can apply Lemma 312 to conclude that HK has
purely discrete spectrum in [E0(HK), E0(HK)+m). By this result and
Lemma 3.11, the same argument applies to the pair (HK , H(:)) of self-
adjoint operators to conclude that H(:) has purely discrete spectrum in
[E0(H(:)), E0(H(:))+m).
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
To prove Theorem 1.3, we first need to investigate some properties of the
ground states of H(:) with m>0, which are also physically interesting.
Throughout this section, we write simply
H :=H(:).
4.1. Some Estimates on the Ground States
Lemma 4.1. Assume (A.1)(A.3). Let 9E be an eigenvector of H with
eigenvalue E : H9E=E9E . Let f # D(|) & D(1- |) and
T( f )=Ia(|f )+
:
- 2
:
J
j=1
( f, *j)2 Bj I.
Then 9E # D(T( f )) & D(Ia( f )) and Ia( f ) 9E # D(H ) with
(H&E ) Ia( f ) 9E= &T( f ) 9E .
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Proof. Since D(H ) = D(H0) = D(A  I ) & D(I  Hb), D(A  I ) /
D(BjI ) and D(IHb)/D(Ia(|f )) & D(Ia( f )) (note that - |f,
f- | # L2(R&)), it follows that 9E # D(T( f )) & D(Ia( f )). Let 9 # D| .
Then we have
Ia( f )* H9=[Ia( f )*, H] 9+HIa( f )* 9
=&T( f )* 9+HIa( f )* 9.
Hence
(Ia( f ) 9E , H99)=&(T( f ) 9E , )+(H9E , Ia( f )* 9)
=&(T( f ) 9E , )+E(Ia( f ) 9E , 9).
Since D| is a core of H (Proposition 1.1(i)), this equality extends to all
9 # D(H ). Thus the desired result follows. K
Lemma 4.2. Let m>0 and [ fl]l=1 be a complete orthonormal system of
L2(R&) such that - | fl # L2(R&), l1. Then, for all 9 # D(IH 12b ),
:

l=1
(Ia( fl - |)9, Ia(- | fl)9)=&IN 12b 9&2. (4.1)
Remark 4.1. Let m>0. Then we have for all s>0
D(IH sb)/D(IN
s
b), &IN
s
b9&
1
ms
&IH sb9&, 9 # D(IH
s
b).
(4.2)
Proof. We can identify F as F=n=0 L
2
sym(R
&n; H), where L2sym(R
&n; H)
is the Hilbert space of square integrable H-valued, symmetric functions on
(R&)n=R&n with convention L2sym(R
&n; H) W n=0 :=H. Then one can easily
check that, for all 9=[9 (n)]n=0 # D(Ia( f )) ( f # L
2(R&))
(Ia( f ) 9)(n) (k1 , ..., kn)=- n+1 |
R&
f (k)* 9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn) dk,
where the integral on the right hand side is taken in the sense of an
H-valued strong Bochner integral. Let 9 # D(IH 12b ). Then we have
IN 12b 9=[- n 9 (n)]n=0 and
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:
M
l=1
(Ia( fl - |)9, Ia(- | fl)9)
= :

n=0
(n+1) | 8 (n)M (k1 , ..., kn) dk1 } } } dkn ,
where
8 (n)M (k1 , ..., kn)
= :
M
l=1
|
- |(k$)
- |(k)
fl (k) fl (k$)*
_(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), 9 (n+1)(k$, k1 , ..., kn))H dk dk$.
Let [wq]Nq=1 (N) be a complete orthonormal system of H and
8 (n)M,q(k1 , ..., kn)= :
M
l=1 \| |(k)
&12 (9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), wq)H fl (k) dk+
_\| fl (k$)* - |(k$) (wq , 9 (n+1)(k$, k1 , ..., kn))H dk$+ .
Then we have
8 (n)M (k1 , ..., kn)= :
N
q=1
8 (n)M,q(k1 , ..., kn).
The interchange between  dk dk$ and the sum Nq=1 can be justified by
using
:
N
q=1
|(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), wq)H (wq , 9 (n+1)(k$, k1 , ..., kn))H|
&9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn)&H &9 (n+1)(k$, k1 , ..., kn)&H ,
which follows from the Schwarz and Bessel inequalities. By the Schwarz
inequality on Ml=1 and the Bessel inequality for the orthonormal system
[ fl]Ml=1 , we can show that
|8 (n)M, q(k1 , ..., kn)|\| |(k)&1 |(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), wq)H| 2 dk+
12
_\| |(k) |(wq , 9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn))H| 2 dk+
12
.
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It follows from the completeness of [ fl]l=1 that
lim
M  
8 (n)M, q(k1 , ..., kn)
=| (9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), wq)H (wq , 9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn))H dk.
It is easy to see that
:

n=0
| dk1 } } } dkn(n+1) :
N
q=1 \| |(k)
&1 |(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), wq)H| 2 dk+
12
_\| |(k) |(wq , 9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn))H| 2 dk+
12
\ :

n=0
| dk1 } } } dkn dk(n+1) |(k)&1 &(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn)&2H+
12
_\ :

n=0
| dk1 } } } dkn dk(n+1) |(k) &(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn)&2H+
12

1
- m
&IN 12b 9& &IH
12
b 9&<.
Thus, by the dominated convergence theorem, we obtain
lim
M  
:
M
l=1
(Ia( fl - |)9, Ia(- | fl)9)
= :

n=0
(n+1) | dk dk1 } } } dkn
_(9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn), 9 (n+1)(k, k1 , ..., kn))H
=&IN 12b 9&
2.
Thus (4.1) follows. K
Lemma 4.3. Let m>0 and assume (A.1)(A.3). Suppose that there exists
a ground state 90 of H. Then 90 # D(INb) and
(90 , INb 90)
:2
2 \ :
J
j=1 "
*j
|"2 &BjI90&+
2
. (4.3)
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Proof. By (4.2), we have 90 # D(INb). Let f # D(|). Then f- | #
L2(R&), since m>0. It follows from the fact that H&E0(H)0 and
Lemma 4.1 that
0(Ia( f ) 90 , (H&E0(H)) Ia( f ) 90)
=&(Ia( f ) 90 , T( f ) 90)
=&(Ia( f ) 90 , Ia(|f ) 90)
&
:
- 2
:
J
j=1
( f, *j)2 (Ia( f ) 90 , BjI90).
Hence
(Ia( f ) 90 , Ia(|f ) 90)
+
:
- 2
:
J
j=1
( f, *j)2 (Ia( f ) 90 , BjI90)0.
Let [ fl]l be a complete orthonormal system of L2(R&) as in Lemma 4.2. By
the inequality just obtained, we have for all M # N
:
M
l=1
(Ia( fl - |) 90 , Ia(- | fl) 90)
+
:
- 2
:
J
j=1
(Ia(Fj, M) 90 , BjI90)0.
where Fj, M=Mn=1 |
&12( fl , *j- |)2 fl . By the well known estimate
&a( f )&& f &2 &N 12b &, f # L2(R&),  # D(N 12b ), (4.4)
Lemma 4.2 and the fact that
lim
M  
Fj, M=
*j
|
in L2(R&), we obtain
(90 , INb 90)+
:
- 2
:
J
j=1
(Ia(*j|) 90 , BjI90)0,
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which implies that Jj=1 (Ia(*j |) 90 , Bj I90) is real and
(90 , (INb) 90)
|:|
- 2
:
J
j=1
&Ia(*j|) 90& &BjI0&
\ |:|- 2 :
J
j=1
"*j
| "2 &BjI90&+ &IN 12b 90&.
Hence (4.3) follows. K
In what follows, we assume that the assumption of Lemma 4.3 is satisfied
and 90 is normalized:
&90&=1. (4.5)
We want to estimate &BjI90&.
Lemma 4.4. Let # be defined by (1.32). Then
&A 12I90&2# (4.6)
Proof. Using (2.12), we have
&A 12I90&2=(90 , A I90)
=(90 , H90)&(90 , IHb 90)&:(90 , HI90)&+0
E0(H)&+0&(90 , IHb 90)+|:| |(90 , HI90)|
E0(H)&+0+|:| E=, =$&(1&|:| D%, =$)(90 , IHb90)
+|:| C%, =(90 , A I90).
Hence, for all (%, =, =$) # S,
(1&|:| C%, =) &A 12I90&2E0(H)&+0+|:| E=, =$ ,
from which (4.6) follows. K
Lemma 4.5. For all j=1, ..., J,
&Bj I90&;j , (4.7)
where ;j , j=1, ..., J, are defined by (1.33).
Proof. For all }>0,
&BjI90&&(BjI)(A +})&12 I& &(A +})12I90&.
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We have
&(Bj I)(A +})&12I&=&Bj(A +})&12&.
By Lemma 4.4, we have
&(A +})12 I90&2=&A 12I90&2+}#+}.
Thus (4.7) follows. K
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, we obtain
(90 , (INb) 90)
:2
2
M;(*|)2. (4.8)
Let +r , r=0, 1, 2, ..., q (q) be distinct eigenvalues of A with +0<
+1<+2< } } } and Hr be the eigenspace of A with eigenvalue +r , so that
H=qr=0 Hr [if H is finite (resp. infinite) dimensional, then q< (resp.
q=)]. Let Qr be the orthogonal projection from H onto rs=0 Hs . We
define
Q=r =I&Qr . (4.9)
Let P0 be the orthogonal projection from Fb to the one-dimensional
subspace [z0 | z # C]. Our next task is to estimate (90 , Qr P0 90).
Lemma 4.6. For all r=0, ..., q,
QrP0I&INb&Q=r P0 . (4.10)
Proof. We have
QrP0=IP0&Q=r P0 .
It is easy to see that
P0I&Nb .
Hence (4.10) follows. K
Lemma 4.7. Let
H (&)I =
1
- 2
:
J
j=1
Bja(*j). (4.11)
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Then, for all r=0, ..., q&1,
(90 , Q=r P090)
:2
(+r+1&E0(H))2
&H (&)I 90&
2 (4.12)
Proof. By (2.13), we have
Q=r P0H=Q
=
r AP0+:Q
=
r P0H
(&)
I
on D(H0). By the identity
(Q=r P0)(H&E0(H)) 90=0,
we obtain
(90 , Q=r (A&E0(H))P090)=&:(Q
=
r P090 , H
(&)
I 90).
By the spectral theorem, we have
(90 , Q=r (A&E0(H))P090)(+r+1&E0(H))(90 , Q
=
r P090).
Since +r+1>+0E0(H), it follows that
(90 , Q=r P090)
|:|
+r+1&E0(H)
&Q=r P090& &H
(&)
I 90&.
Thus (4.12) follows. K
Lemma 4.8. For each j=1, ..., J, 90 # D(Bja(*j)) and
H (&)I 90=
1
- 2
:
J
j=1
Bja(*j) 90 .
Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 1.1(i), we have
for all 9 # D| and j=1, ..., J
&Bj a(*j)9&\ aj- 2+- 2 =bj+ &*j - |&2 &H 0 9&
+
bj
4 - 2 =
&*j - |&2 &9&. (4.13)
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Hence
&H (&)I 9&\Ma(*- |)2 +=Mb(*- |)+ &H 09&
+
Mb(*- |)
8=
&9&, 9 # D| . (4.14)
Since D| is a core of H 0 , there exists a sequence [9n]n=1/D|
such that 9n  90 , H 09n  H 090 (n  ). Then, by (4.13) and (4.14),
[Bj a(*j) 9n]n and [H (&)I 9n]n are Cauchy sequences. Since Bja(*j)
and H (&)I are closed, we obtain the desired result. K
By Lemma 4.8, we have
&H (&)I 90&
1
- 2
:
J
j=1
&(BjI)(A +})&12I& &(A +})12a(*j) 90&.
(4.15)
So we next estimate &(A +})12a(*j) 90&.
By (4.4), we have for all 9 # D|
&(A +})12 a(*j)9&2&*j&22 [} &IN
12
b 9&
2
+&(A 12I)(IN 12b )9&2]. (4.16)
Moreover, using the fact that
[Hb , N 12b ]=0
on Ffin(|), we have
&(A 12I)(IN 12b )9&2
=(IN 12b 9, (A I)(IN 12b )9)
=(IN 12b 9, H&IHb&:HI&+0)(IN
12
b )9)
=:(IN 12b 9, [HI , IN
12
b ]9)+(INb9, H9)
&(IN 12b 9, IHb(IN
12
b )9)
&:(IN 12b 9, HI (IN
12
b )9)&+0 &IN
12
b 9&
2.
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By (2.12), we have
|(IN 12b 9, HI (IN 12b )9)|C%, =(IN 12b 9, A I(IN 12b )9)
+D%, =$(IN 12b 9, IHb(IN
12
b )9)
+E=, =$ &IN 12b 9&
2.
It is not so difficult to show that, for all f # L2(R&),
[a( f ), N 12b ]=[(Nb+1)
12+N 12b ]
&1 a( f ),
[a( f )*, N 12b ]= &[(Nb&1)
12 P=0+N
12
b ]
&1 a( f )*,
on F0 . Hence
[HI , IN 12b ]9=
1
- 2
:
J
j=1
[(BjI)(I[(Nb+1)12+N 12b ]
&1 a(*j))9
&(Bj I)(I[(Nb&1)12 P=0+N
12
b ]
&1 a(*j)*)9].
Using (4.4), the estimate
&a( f )* && f &2 &(Nb+1)12 &, f # L2(R&),  # D(N 12b ),
and the easily proved inequalities
&N 12b [(Nb+1)
12+N 12b ]
&1& 12 ,
&N 12b [(Nb&1)
12 P=0+N
12
b ]
&1 P=0&1,
we have
|(IN 12b 9, [HI , IN
12
b ]9)|

1
- 2
:
J
j=1
&BjI9& (&IN 12b [(Nb+1)
12+N 12b ]
&1 a(*j)9&
+&IN 12b [(Nb&1)
12 P=0+N
12
b ]
&1 a(*j)* 9&)

1
- 2
:
J
j=1
&BjI9& \12 &Ia(*j)9&+&Ia(*j)* 9&+

1
- 2
:
J
j=1
&BjI9& \12 &*j &2 &IN 12b 9&
+&*j &2 &I (Nb+1)12 9&+ .
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Combining all the estimates derived above, we obtain for all (%, =, =$) # S
&(A 12I)(IN 12b )9&
2

1
1&|:| C%, = {Re(INb 9, H9)+(|:| E=, =$&+0) &IN 12b 0&2
+
|:|
- 2 \ :
J
j=1
&BjI9& &*j&2+
_\12 &IN 12b 9&+&I (Nb+1)12 9&+= . (4.17)
By (4.2) with s=12, we have
&N 12b 8&
1
- m
&H 12b 8&, 8 # D(H
12
b ).
Hence we have
&(A 12I)(IN 12b )9&
1
- m
&(A 12I)(IH 12b )9&

1
- 2m
&H 09&,
which, together with Lemma 3.4, gives
&(A 12I)(IN 12b )9&
1
- 2m
(c &H9&+d &9&)
with constants c and d. Similarly we have
|(INb9, H9)|
1
m
(c &H9&+d &9&) &H9&,
&IN 12b 9&
2
1
m
&9& (c &H9&+d &9&),
&BjI9&c$ &H&+d $ &9&
with constants c$ and d $. By these estimates and the fact that D| is a core
of H, (4.17) extends to all 9 # D(H)=D(H0). In particular, taking 9=90
and using Lemma 4.5 and (4.8), we obtain for all (%, =, =$) # S
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&(A 12I)(IN 12b ) 90&
2

1
1&|:| C%, = {
:2
2
(E0(H)+|:| E=, =$&+0) M;(*|)2
+
|:|
2
M;(*) \32 |:| M;(*|)+1+= .
Putting this result into (4.16), which also extends to all 9 # D(H), we have
&A 12a(*j) 90&2&*j&22 K;(%, =, =$, })
2
where K;(%, =, =$, })0 is defined by
K;(%, =, =$, })2 :=
:2
2 \}+
E0(H)&+0+|:| E=, =$
1&|:| C%, = + M;(*|)2
+
|:|
2(1&|:| C%, =)
M;(*) \32 |:| M;(*|)+1+ . (4.18)
By this estimate and (4.15), we obtain
&H (&)I 90&\}K;(%, =, =$, })
with
\} :=
1
- 2
:
J
j=1
&Bj (A +})&12& &*j &2 . (4.19)
Hence, by (4.12), we have
(90 , Q=r P090)
:2
(+r+1&E0(H))2
\2}K;(%, =, =$, })
2, (%, =, =$) # S.
(4.20)
4.2. Completion of Proof of Theorem 1.3
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3. We apply the following fact.
Lemma 4.9. Let Sn , n=1, 2, ..., and S be self-adjoint operators on a
Hilbert space K having a common core D such that, for all  # D, Sn  S
as n  . Let n be a normalized eigenvector of Sn with eigenvalue
En : Snn=En n such that E :=limn   En and the weak limit w-limn   n
={0 exist. Then  is an eigenvector of S with eigenvalue E. In particular,
if n is a ground state of Sn , then  is a ground state of S.
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Proof. By the present assumption and a general theorem [21, Theorem
VIII.25(a)], Sn converges to S in the strong resolvent sense as n  .
Hence, for all , # K and z # C"R, we have
|(,, (Sn&z)&1 n)&(,, (S&z)&1 )|
|((Sn&z*)&1 ,&(S&z*)&1 ,, n)|+|((S&z*)&1 ,, n&)|
&(Sn&z*)&1 ,&(S&z*)&1 ,&+|((S&z*)&1 ,, n&)|
 0 (n  ),
i.e., limn  (,, (Sn&z)&1 n)=(,, (S&z)&1 ). By the spectral theorem, we
have (,, (Sn&z)&1 n)=(En&z)&1 (,, n). Hence we obtain (,, (S&z)&1 )
=(,, (E&z)&1 ) for all , # K, which implies that (S&z)&1 =
(E&z)&1 . Thus  # D(S) and S=E. If n is a ground state of Sn ,
then (,, Sn,)En &,&2 for all , # D. Taking the limit n   in this
inequality, we obtain (,, S,)E &,&2. Since D is a core for S, the last
inequality extends to all , # D(S), which, combined with the preceding
result, implies that E=inf _(S). Thus  is a ground state of S. K
Let the assumption of Theorem 1.3 be satisfied. We define for m>0
|m(k)=|(k)+m
and
Hm :=H0(m)+:HI
with
H0(m)=AI+Id1(|m).
Lemma 4.10. The subspace D| given by (2.6) is a common core of all Hm
and H. Moreover, for all 9 # D| , Hm9  H9 as m  0.
Proof. The first half follows from Proposition 1.1(i) and the fact that
D| is a common core of H0 and H0(m). The second half follows from a
direct computation. K
Remark 4.2. By Lemma 4.10 and a general theorem [21, Theorem
VIII.25(a)], Hm converges to H as m  0 in strong resolvent sense.
The massive Hamiltonian Hm satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1.2.
Hence there exists a ground state 90(m) of Hm : Hm90(m)=E0(Hm) 90(m).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that &90(m)&=1.
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Lemma 4.11. We have
lim
m  0
E0(Hm)=E0(H). (4.21)
Proof. We have
Hm=H+mINb .
Hence
E0(Hm)=(90(m), Hm90(m))
E0(H)+m(90(m), INb90(m)).
By (4.8), we have
(90(m), INb 90(m))
:2
2
Mc(m, }, s )(*|m), s # S,
where c(m, }, s)=(c1(m, }, s), ..., cJ (m, }, s)) with
cj (m, }, s)=&Bj (A +})&12& - #m(s)+}, s # S, }>0,
and #m(s) is the constant #(s) with | replaced by |m . It is easy to see that
lim sup
m  0
#m(%, =, =$)
|:| E=, =$
1&|:| C%,=
.
Hence it follows that m(90(m), INb 90(m))  0 (m  0). Therefore
lim inf
m  0
E0(Hm)E0(H).
On the other hand, the strong resolvent convergence of Hm to H as m  0
(Remark 4.2) implies that lim supm  0 E0(Hm)E0(H). Thus (4.21) follows.
K
Since 90(m) is a unit vector, there exists a subsequence [mj]j=1 with
m1>m2> } } } >mj  0 ( j  ) such that 90 :=w-limj   90(mj) exists.
We need only to show that 90{0 (then, by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, 90 is
a ground state of H). By Lemma 4.6, (4.8) and (4.20), we have for all
s, s$ # S and }, }$>0
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(90(mj), QrP0 90(mj))1&
:2
2
Mc(mj, }, s)(*|mj)
2
&
:2
(+r+1&E0(Hmj))
2 \
2
}K
( j)(s, s$, }$)2,
where K ( j)(s, s$, }$) is the constant K;(s, }$) with | and ; replaced by |mj
and c(mj , }, s) respectively. Since the range of QrP0 is finite dimen-
sional, taking the limit j   gives
(90 , QrP090)1&
:2
2
Mc(},s)(*|)
2
&
:2
(+r+1&E0(H))2
\2}$Kc(}, s)(s$, }$)
2,
where c(}, s)=(c1(}, s), ..., cJ (}, s)) with
cj (}, s)=&Bj (A +})&12& - #(s)+}.
It follows that, for all s$ # S and }$>0,
(90 , QrP0 90)1&
:2
2
M;(*|)2
&
:2
(+r+1&E0(H))2
\2}$K;(s$, }$)
2. (4.22)
If dim H=, then +r+1   as r  . Hence
lim
r  
1
(+r+1&E0(H))2
=0. (4.23)
Therefore, under condition (1.35), the right hand side of (4.22) is positive
for all sufficiently large r. Thus 90{0. In the case where dim H<,
using the fact that IP0 is finite rank and IP0I&INb , we have
(90 , IP090)1&
:2
2
M;(*|)2. (4.24)
Hence, under condition (1.35), we have 90{0. Thus 90 is a ground state
of H.
We next prove (1.36). By (4.8), we have
&IN 12b 90(mj)&2
:2
2
M;(mj)(*|mj)
2,
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where ;(m) is the constant ; with | replaced by |m . We write 90(mj)=
[90(mj)(n)]n=0 with 90(mj)
(n) # L2sym(R
&n; H). Then, for all N1,
:
N
n=1
n &90(mj)(n)&2
:2
2
M;(mj)(*|mj)
2.
Let [9 (n)l ]

l=1 be a complete orthonormal system of L
2
sym(R
&n; H). Then,
for all M1,
:
N
n=1
:
M
l=1
n |(90(mj)(n), 9 (n)l )|
2
:2
2
M;(mj)(*|mj)
2. (4.25)
It is easy to see that limj  (90(mj)(n), 9 (n)l )=(9
(n)
0 , 9
(n)
l ) and
lim sup
j  
M;(mj)(*|mj)M;(*|).
Hence, taking the limit j   in (4.25), we have
:
N
n=1
:
M
l=1
n |(9 (n)0 , 9
(n)
l )|
2
:2
2
M;(*|)2.
In this inequality, taking the limit M   first and then the limit N  ,
we obtain
:

n=1
n &9 (n)0 &
2
:2
2
M;(*|)2,
which implies that 90 # D(IN 12b ) and
&IN 12b 90&
2
:2
2
M;(*|)2.
Since QrP0I and IP0I, it follows from (4.22)(4.24) that
&90&21&
:2
2
M;(*|)2.
Thus (1.36) is obtained.
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5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.4
Suppose that the assumption of Proposition 1.4 is satisfied. It is well
known that, for all f # L2(R&), the operator
P( f ) :=
i
- 2
[a( f )*&a( f )]
is essentially self-adjoint on the finite particle subspace F0 of Fb . It is easy
to see that
T := :
J
j=1
Bj P(*j |)
is essentially self-adjoint on H  F0 . We denote the closure of T by the
same symbol. Then we have a unitary operator
U :=ei:T
The following lemma can be easily proven:
Lemma 5.1.
U(IHb) U&1=IHb+:HI+:2RBI,
where RB is defined by (1.37).
We introduce a new Hamiltonian
H :=IHb+U&1(AI)U&:2RBI. (5.1)
Then, by Lemma 5.1, we have the operator equality
H(:)=UH U&1. (5.2)
In particular,
E0(H(:))=E0(H ). (5.3)
We now proceed to proof of Proposition 1.1. Since (5.3) holds, we
estimate E0(H ). By (5.1), we have
H +0&:2 &RB&,
which, together with (5.3), implies the left hand side inequality of (1.41).
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By the variational principle, we have for all u # H with &u&=1
E0(H )(u0, H u0)
=(Uu0, (AI) Uu0)&:2(u, RBu).
Since u0 is an entire analytic vector of T, we have
(Uu0, (AI) Uu0)
= :

m, n=0
:
1 j1 , ..., jm , i1 , ..., inJ
1
m !
1
n !
((i:)m Bj1 } } } Bjm u, A(i:)
n Bi1 } } } Bin u)
_(P(*j1|) } } } P(*jm|)0, P(*i1|) } } } P(*in|)0).
We denote the closure of P( f ) by the same symbol. Since 4ij , i, j=1, ..., J,
are real by (A.7), we have
eitP(*i|)eisP(*j |)=eisP(*j |)eitP(*i|), i, j=1, ..., J,
for all s, t # R (see [22, Theorem X.41]). It follows that the self-adjoint
operators P(*j |), j=1, ..., J, are strongly commuting2 and
ei 
J
j=1 tjP(*j |)=tiP(
J
j=1 tj*j |) (5.4)
for all tj # R, j=1, ..., J. Hence there exists a unique J-dimensional spectral
measure E(dp) such that
E(S1_ } } } _SJ)=E1(S1) } } } EJ (SJ)
for all Borel sets Sj/R, j=1, ..., J, where Ej is the spectral measure of
P(*j |). We have
(P(*ji|) } } } P(*jm)|)0, P(*i1|) } } } P(*in)|)0)
=|
RJ
pj1 } } } pjm pi1 } } } pin(0, E(dp)0).
By the well known formula
(0, eiP( f )0)=e&& f &2
24, f # L2(R&)),
and (5.4), we have
(0, ei 
J
j=1 tj P(*j |)0)=e&
J
i, j=1 4ij titj 4, ti # R, i=1, ..., J.
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The left hand side is equal to RJ e
i Jj=1 tj pj(0, E(dp)0). Hence we obtain
(0, E(dp)0)=
1
?J2 - det 4
e&( p,4&1p) dp, p # RJ.
This implies that, for all t>0,
|
RJ
et 
J
i=1 | pi | &Bi &(0, E(dp)0)<.
It follows that
(Uu0, (AI) Uu0)
=
1
?J2 - det 4 |RJ (u, e
&i:B( p)Aei:B( p)u) e&( p, 4&1p) dp.
Thus we obtain
E0(H )(u, L(:)u),
which, together with the variational principle and (5.3), implies the right
hand side inequality of (1.41).
By (1.41) and (1.43), we have
+0
:2

E0(H(:))
:2
+&RB&
&A&
:2
.
Then, taking the limit |:|  , we obtain (1.42).
Remark 5.1. Let
H (})=}IHb+U&1(AI)U&:2RBI, }>0.
Then, applying [6, Theorem 2.12], we can show that, for all z # C"R,
s- lim
}  
(H (})&z)&1=(L(:)&z)&1P0 ,
where s-lim denotes strong limit. This gives a connection of L(:) with H ,
i.e., L(:) is obtained as a scaling limit of H .
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
The basic idea of proof is to use the mini-max principle for H defined by
(5.1). Suppose that the assumption of Theorem 1.5 is satisfied. Let
+2(H ) := sup
8 # F
UH (8)
with
UH = inf
9 # D(H ), &9&=1, 9 # [8]=
(9, H 9),
where [8]==[9 | (9, 8)=0]. We estimate +2(H ) from below. For this
purpose, we write
H =IHb+AI+W&:2RBI
where
W :=U&1(AI)U&AI.
Lemma 6.1. For all =>0 and 9 # D(IHb),
|(9, W9)|=(9, (IHb)9)+C=(:) &9&2, (6.1)
where C=(:) is defined by (1.47).
Proof. We write as
W=(U&1&I)(AI)U+(AI)(U&I).
For all 9 # Jj=1 D(BjP(*j|))/D(T ), we have by the functional
calculus (cf. [7, 8, Lemma 4.3])
&(U\1&I)9&|:| :
J
j=1
&BjP(*j|)9&.
Let 9 # D(IHb) with &9&=1. Then 9 # D(BjP(*j|)), j=1, ..., J. By
(A.7) and [22, Theorem X.41], one can show that, for all s, t # R
eisBiP(*i |)eitBjP(*j|)=eitBj P(*j |)eisBi P(*i|), i, j=1, ..., J.
Hence, by [21, Theorem VIII.13], BjP(*j|), j=1, ..., J are strongly
commuting self-adjoints operators. In particular, UBj P(*j|)/Bj 
P(*j |)U and U9 # D(Bj P(*j |)), j=1, ..., J. Using these facts, we can
estimate |(9, W9)| as follows:
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|(9, W9)|&W9&
 :
J
j=1
|:| [&(Bj P(*j|))(AI) U9&
+&A& &BjP(*j|)9&]
= :
J
j=1
|:| [&(Bj AI)(IP(*j |)) U9&
+&A& &(Bj I)(IP(*j|))9&]
 :
J
j=1
|:| (&BjA&+&A& &Bj&) &(IP(*j|))9&

|:|
- 2
:
J
j=1
(&Bj A&+&A& &Bj&)
_(&Ia(*j |)* 9&+&Ia(*j |)9&)

|:|
- 2
:
J
j=1
(&Bj A&+&A& &Bj&)
_(2 &*j|32&2 &IH 12b 9&+&*j|&2 &9&)
=(9, IHb9)+C=(:).
Thus (6.1) follows. K
Lemma 6.2. Let M(:) be given by (1.50). Then
+2(H )M(:).
Proof. Let e0 be a normalized ground state e0 of A: Ae0=+0e0 ,
&e0&=1, and set
80#e00.
We denote by [en]Nn=1 (N) a complete orthonormal system of [e0]
=.
Then we have
F= 
N
n=0
L[en]Fb
={9=[en3[n]]Nn=0 | 3[n] # Fb , 0nN, :
N
n=0
&3[n]&2<= .
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We denote 3[n] # Fb as 3[n]=[3 (0)[n] , 3
(1)
[n] , 3
(2)
[n] , ...] with 3
( j)
[n] # }
j
s L
2(R&).
We have
[80]==[9=[en 3[n]]Nn=0 # F | 3[n] # Fb with 3
(0)
[0]=0].
For all 9=[en 3[n]]Nn=0 # [80]
= with &9&2=Nn=0 &3[n]&
2=1 and
9 # D(IHb) (hence 3[n] # D(Hb) with Nn=0 &Hb3[n]&2<), we have
(9, (IHb)9)= :
N
n=0
(3[n] , Hb 3[n])
= :
N
n=0
:

j=1
(3 ( j)[n] , Hb3
( j)
[n])
m :
N
n=0
:

j=1
&3 ( j)[n]&
2
m :

j=1
&3 ( j)[0]&2
=m &3[0]&2,
where we have used the condition 3 (0)[0]=0. Further, it is easy to see that
(9, (AI)9)+0 &3[0]&2++1 :
N
n=1
&3[n]&2.
Therefore, by Lemma 6.1, we have
(9, H 9)m(1&=) &3[0]&2++0 &3[0]&2
++1 :
N
n=1
&3[n]&2&C=(:)&:2(9, RBI9)
K=(:)&:2 &RB&.
which implies that for all =>0
+2(H )K=(:)&:2 &RB&.
Therefore, taking the supremum w.r.t. =>0, we obtain the desired
result. K
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.5. By (1.52) and Lemma 6.2,
we have E0(H )<+2(H ). This estimate and the min-max principle [23,
Theorem XIII.1] imply that E0(H ) is the first eigenvalue of H . Hence H
has a ground state. The min-max principle also tells us the following: if
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+2 :=+2(H ) is the bottom of the essential spectrum of H , then there is at
most one eigenvalue below +2 . If +2 is not the bottom of the essential spec-
trum of H , then +2 is the second eigenvalue of H . Hence, in either case,
E0(H ) is a simple eigenvalue of H . Thus the ground state of H is unique.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6
Suppose that the assumption of Theorem 1.6 is satisfied. Let
+N+1(H ) := sup
81 , ..., 8N # F
UH (81 , ..., 8N)
with
UH (81 , ..., 8N)= inf
9 # D(H ); &9&=1, 9 # [81 , ..., 8N]
=
(9, H 9),
where [81 , ..., 8N]= denotes the orthogonal complement of L[8n | n=1,
..., N]. Let [wn]Nn=1 be a complete orthonormal basis of H and set
8n=wn0, n=1, ..., N.
For 9 # [81 , ..., 8N]= & D(IHb) with &9&=1, we have 9 # Nn=1 [8n]=.
We write 9 as
9= :
N
n=1
wn 3[n] ,
with 3[n] # Fb . It is easy to see that
[81 , ..., 8N]=
={9= :
N
n=1
wn 3[n] # F } 3[n] # Fb with 3 (0)[n]=0, n=1, ..., N= .
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we have
(9, (IHb)9)m :
N
n=1
:

j=1
&3 ( j)[n]&
2=m &9&2.
Since +0U&1(AI)U, we have
(9, H 9)m++0&:2 &RB&.
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Hence we obtain
+N+1(H )m++0&:2 &RB&.
By (1.41) and (1.50), we have
E0(H )<+N+1(H ).
Hence, by the min-max principle, we have the following alternative: (i) if
+N+1 :=+N+1(H ) is the bottom of the essential spectrum of H , then there
are at most N eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) below +N+1; (ii) if
+N+1(H ) is not the bottom of the essential spectrum of H , then +N+1 is the
(N+1)th eigenvalue of H below the bottom of the essential spectrum of H .
In either case, there are at most N eigenvalues below +N+1. Thus the
desired result follows.
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